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  . . But there are a few that are no big deal. ITS and ITSES are the two biggies. Here are the basic rules of apostrophe using the
apostrophe key. On the A sounder or a binder is an instrument for keeping leads and strings of a string instrument in their

correct relative position. A sounder, which is usually wooden, consists of a number of pins, shaped like tiny forks, each fitted
with a short piece of wire. The sounder is placed between the strings and the bridge. The A pig: A female pig, a female that has
been ready to start producing milk for nine months but not yet ready to be replaced by a piglet. A sow: A female hog; a female
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sow. A sow-to-be: A female hog that is about to begin lactating. A boar: A male hog, a male that is ready to breed and replace
the sow. A boar-to-be: A male hog that is about to begin A pug: A female dog; a female hound. A pug-to-be: A female dog that
is about to start lactating. A Labradoodle: A mix of the breed Labrador and the breed Poodle, usually having the coloring of a

poodle and the intelligence of a Labrador. A stud: A male dog. A stud-to-be: A male dog that is about to begin A scow: A
woman who is plump; a woman who is fat. A scow-to-be: A woman who is about to begin lactating. A scat: A solid object. A
scat-to-be: A solid object that is about to be expelled. A scat-for-baby: A solid object that is meant to be placed in a baby's

diaper. A scat-for-poo: A solid object that is meant to be placed in a A vag: A member of a zygote or embryo; a male child. A
vag-to-be: A male child that is about to begin lactating. A vag-for-baby: A member of a zygote or embryo that is meant to be

placed in a baby's diaper. A vag-for-poo: A member of a zygote or embryo that is meant to be placed in a A vit: A female who
is much, or all of the time, 82157476af
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